Suricata - Feature #3061
Add way to inspect TCP header
06/21/2019 12:04 PM - Victor Julien

Status: Closed  Priority: Normal  Assignee: Victor Julien  Category:  Target version: 5.0rc1
Effort:  Label:

Description
Other than some dedicated keywords like 'seq', 'ack', 'flags' and 'window', there is no way to inspect the TCP header.

To help in detecting new issues like CVE-2019-11479 add a way to inspect it raw header.

Related issues:
Related to Feature #3060: Add way to detect TCP MSS values  Closed

History
#1 - 06/21/2019 12:04 PM - Victor Julien
- Related to Feature #3060: Add way to detect TCP MSS values added

#2 - 06/21/2019 01:06 PM - Victor Julien
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed

https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/3963